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Riding, the art of keeping a horse  
between you and the ground. 
- Author Unknown



I am so pleased to re-introduce the ProRider Collection. This collection has every stitch, 
every detail and every user considered (and re-considered 10 times). We created the boot 
bag from scratch; a piece of leather, 2 straps and a design in mind. We considered details 
that are overlooked with other boot bags in the current marketplace. One main point is 
that shorter people can carry this boot bag with ease and comfort. The other bags possess 
the same thought process.

As many of you know, I have great passion towards creating bags that not only look great, 
but are extremely well built and functional. I like investment pieces because they last and 
can be passed onto other family members and friends. There’s nothing like a great bag that 
has a story of its own! Very few items today have a personality. 

When you embrace an Equestrian lifestyle, travel is quite often a large part of it. I take 
great pride in thinking of the rider along with friends and family who travel alongside. That 
is why this boot bag is designed with everyone in mind, for any lifestyle that requires travel. 

The following pages highlight my favourite 10 things about this collection. I am sure that 
you will know and understand why they excite me so much. The collection is gaining 
traction and they still keeps turning heads. We’ve been to the Cannes Film Festival and 
Canadian actors are proudly using the bags. Not one bag has been returned in 8 years. 

2016 is already a great year and I believe this collection will make their way into many of 
your lives and I sincerely hope you love them as much as I do. 

Thank you again for all your support. I love being able to pour my heart and soul into a 
project and I am truly blessed to have such an amazing clientele who appreciate all the 
details and workmanship the that goes into having such a high quality built item. 

Joanna Wiseberg
Fashion Designer, Founder and Horse Lover

Designer’s Message



Designed with clean and uncluttered lines; this elegant boot bag travels well 
everywhere, even for those women who travel for business.

Designed for shorter women, the bag is carried in your hand or on your shoulder.  
Perfectly balanced because it’s carried horizontally, not vertically.

Outside pocket holds spurs, small coin wallet and other incidentals.

Back hook unsnaps so the bag hangs on a hook beside the stall, keeping it  
off the floor to prevent soiling and making it easy to access.

YKK coil zippers that are durable and easy to unzip. Zipper teeth glide  
and don’t get stuck. 

Offers loads of storage. Not only tall boots, but also holds a helmet and  
a pair of britches. 

Inside vinyl is easy to keep clean. All it needs is a wipe with a damp cloth.

Outer material is water repellent and can be coated with a protective spray.

Made in Canada by experienced handbag makers. Excellent quality.

Appeals to a wide age group. On trend colours with Pantones 2016 colour of the year.
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Spotlight features that highlight what makes 
this bag so special and why it works!

ProRider Boot Bag



ProRider Boot Bag Features

PANTONE

Colour 
of the year 
2016

http://www.pantone.com/color-of-the-year-2016


1-866-390-3622
redscarfequestrian.ca

for pricing please visit redscarfequestrian.ca

Complete Collection
ENJOY THE

ProRider Zip Duffle Bag

ProRider Belmont Bag

ProRider Boot Bag

ProRider Garment Bag

ProRider City Tote
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